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APPLICATIONS OF GENERALIZED INVERSION IN GEOPHYSICS 

Robert L. Nowack 
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA 

Abstract 

In this paper, an overview is given to applications of generalized inversion in the geophysical 
sciences. Since geophysical problems are often ill-posed with ina.dequate and inconsistent data, 
generalized inversion procedures are required. The analysis of non-Hermitian operators by Lanaos 
(1958, 1961) provides a framework for the solution of many inverse problems in geophysics. In 
a.ddition, the conjugate gradient method of Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) and the related method 
of Lanaos (1950) allow for efficient iterative solutions of many large scale inverse problems in 
geophysics. 

Introduction 

One of the objectives of geophysics is to infer properties of the Earth's atmosphere, oceans and solid inte
rior using remotely recorded geophysical data. The forward problem in geophysics consists of computing 
geophysical field values given the physical parameters of the medium and the source configuration. For 
example, in seismology the field values are the vibrational displacement in the Earth, and the medium 
parameters are the Earth's elastic parameters and density. 

The geophysical inverse problem consists of estimating the physical properties of the Earth. from 
the observed geophysical data. Examples of geophysical inverse problems include seismic tomography 
of the Earth's interior (Aki and Richards, 1980, Chap. 13; Dziewonski, 1984; Nolet, 1987a), petroleum 
prospecting (Claerbout, 1976, 1985), .inversion of gravity, maguetic and electromagnetic data (Lines, 
1988, Chap. 5; Oldenburg; 1990, Madden, 1990), acoustic imaging in the oceans (Munk and Wunsch, 
1979), and remote sensing of the atmosphere (Twomey, 1977). 

In general, geophysical inverse problems are ill-posed due to the insufficient nature of the data, and 
appropriate techniques are required for their solution. The non-Hermitian analysis of Lanczos (1958, 
1961, Chap. 3-5) has provided a framework for the solution of many geophysical inverse problems. Early 
applications of this work to geophysics include Jackson (1972), Wiggins (1972) and Madden (1972). For 
large scale geophysical inverse problems, the conjugate gradient method of Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) 
and the related method of Lanczos (1950) have provided efficient iterative solutions. 

Matrix Analogs and Geophysical Inversion 

In many geophysical problems, the data is measured at discrete locations along the Earth's surface. In 
addition, time-variable geophysical data are often digitized to give discrete data in both time and location. 
The data vector can then be written as d/, i =1, M. The medium properties, such as density, electrical 

00 

conductivity, etc., can often be expanded in terms of a basis function expansion as m(~ = z:::: mjBi(~' 
j=l 

If it can be assumed that the unknown medium parameters are bandlimited, then a finite expansion can 
be used. For discrete data and a finite basis expansion for the medium, a linearized matrix analog can 
be written 

d. =A/jmj i = 1, M, j = 1, N (1) 

where Aii is the discretized data kernal, di are the data, and mj are the coefficients of the basis function 
expansion for the medium parameters. For M < Nor M > N, the matrix problem would be formally 
underdetermined or overdetermined, respectively. However, the solution ultimately depends on the rank, 
or the number of independent rows or columns; of A. 
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Lanczos (1958) solved equation (1) for the general non-Hermitian case by considering the coupled 
system with 

.s =[1 ~], (2) 

where A is the Hermitian adjoint, Aii = Aj., and • denotes complex conjugate. S is now a (N + M) x 
(N + M) square Hermitian matrix. For this coupled system, standard eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis 
can be used to orthogonally decompose S. For the general case, A can be represented as 

A=UAV, (3) 

where U is an M x p matrix with the p columns of U spanning the range space of A. V is an N x p 
matrix where the p columns of V span the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of A. A is a diagonal 
p x p matrix containing the singular values of A, which are also the nonzero, positive eigenvalues of S. 

~ Eckart ~d Young (1939) provided an early example of the decomposition in equation (3) in terms 
of AA and AA and cited earlier, more specialized work by Beltrami and Jordan (see Golub and Van Loan, 
1989). Lanczos (1958, 1961, Chap. 3) made use of the coupled system of equation (2) to connect non
Hermitian and defective matrix analysis to Hermitian eigenvector/eigenvalue analysis and also applied 
it to construct the natural inverse of an arbitrary non-square matrix A. An algorithm for the singular 
value decomposition was given by Golub and Reinsch (1970) (see also, Dongarra, et al. , 1979). 

The natural inverse of Lanczos (1958, 1961, Cha.p. 3) for an arbitrary matrix satisfies the properties 
of the generalized inverse of Penrose (1955). In terms of the natural inverse, the general solution of 
equation (1) can be written 

(4) 

where the first term on the right-hand side is the best approximation solution, which also has minimum 
norm. The second term on the right-hand side is a solution component from the nullspace of A, spanned 
by the colullUls of Va and perpendicular to the columns of V. 'f/ is an arbitrary column vector of length 
N - p. Ifnullspace components exist, a nonunique general solutiOn to equation (1) results. However, even 
with a non-unique general solution, the minimum norm component of the solution is always unique. For 
purely overdetermined problems, equation (4) reduces to the standard least squares solution. However, 
for the general case, the standard least squares solution can be singular. 

Jackson (1972) and Madden (1972) applied the theory ofLanczos (1958,1961, Chap. 3) to geophysi
cal inverse problems with inaccurate, insufficient and inconsistent data. Wiggins (1972) gave applications 
of the natural inverse of Lanczos to the inversion for earth structure using seismic sunace waves and free 
oscillations. Braile et al., (1974) applied the natural inverse to the inversion of gravity data.. Wiggins et 
al., (1976) used generalized inversion to perform residual statics analysis of seismic prospecting data. Aki 
et 801., (1977) used the Lancz08 natural inverse, as well as stochastic, damped least squares, to perform 
one of the early seismic tomography experiments. A selection of papers applying generalized inversion 
methods to seismic, geopotential and electrom~etic data are included in Lines (ed.) (1988). 

In practice, small but nonzero singular values can result in large deviations in the minimum norm 
solution of equation (i). One approach to moderate the effects of small singular values is to truncate 
them below a designated level (Wiggins, 1972). Another approach is to taper or filter the effects of the 
small singular values. This can be done by adding a small positive component to each of the singular 
values while constructing the natural inverse, or alternatively by using damped least squares (Aki and 
Rlchards, 1980, Chap. 13). 

More systematic use of a priori data can be incorporated to stabilize geophysical inverse problems. 
A priori data can be used to reduce the non-uniqueness in the solution of equation (1), allowing the 
use of either equation (4) or more standard, least squares solutions of the resulting problem. A priori 
constraints can be in the form of hard or soft inequality constraints or bounds on the smoothness 
of the solution. Statistical approaches to stabilize ill-posed geophysical inverse problems have included 
stochastic inversion (Franklin, 1970; Aki and Rlchards, 1980, Chap. 13) and Bayesian inversion (Jackson, 
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1979; Jackson and Matsu'ura, 1985; Duijndam, 1988). Matsu'ura and Hirata (1982) incorporated a priori 
information within the natural inverse of Lanczos. Tarantola and Valette (1982) and Tarantola (1987) 
gave a general strategy for the incorporation of a priori statistical constraints in the solution of nonlinear 
inverse problems. 

Recent tomographic investigations of the Earth have involved linearized systems which are large 
but sparse. For example, recent seismic tomography inversions for properties of the Earth's mantle have 
included up to 0(106) travel-times and 0(104 -105) medium parameters (Dziewonski, 1984; Clayton and 
Comer, 1984; Spakman and Nolet, 1988). There are a number of iterative techniques for the approximate 
solution of large, sparse inverse problems. For example, the algebraic reconstruction technique, ARl', 
and the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique, SIRl', have been used in medical imaging as 
well as geophysics (Dines and Lytle, 1979; Herman, 1980). 

Another class of solutions for large, sparse systems is based on projection methods such as the 
conjugate gradient method (Golub and Van Loan, 1989). Claerbout (1991) gives a number ofapplications 
of the conjugate gradient method in exploration seismology. As noted in the review by Hestenes (1990), 
the conjugate gradient method of Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) can be derived from the iteration method 
of Lanczos (1950), {)riginally devised for finding eigenvalues (see also, Golub and Van loan, 1989). The 
algorithm of Paige and Saunders (1982), called LSQR, has recently been applied in geophysics and uses a 
modified LanczOs method to iteratively solve unsymmetric and least squares problems. Van der Sluis and 
Van der Vorst (1987) and Spakman and Nolet (1988) have compared the LSQR and SIRl' algorithms and 
found the LSQR algorithm to be computationally superior for large tomographic systems in geophysics. 
Applications of LSQR to seismic travel-time inversions have included Nolet (1985), Nolet (1987b), and 
Spakman and Nolet (1988). Nowack and Lutter (1988) applied the LSQR algorithm to the inversion of 
seismic amplitudes as well as travel-times. 

Continuous Operators and Geophysical Inversion 

Many geophysical inverse problems can be more directly analyzed using continuous operators, and the 
work of Lanczos (1961, Chaps. 4',5) has been influential in this development (see Madden, 1972, 1990). 
Tarantola (1984,1987, Chap. 7) derived continuous Hermitian adjoint operators for the seismic inverse 
problem using the bilinear identity. These adjoint operators can then be used within algorithms for 
the iterative update of the estimated medium parameters by the steepest'descent or conjugate gradient 
methods. Even for linear differential operators, a nonlinear inverse problem often results for the inversion 
of model parameters, and a linearized, iterative approach is required. The physical interpretation of 
seismic imaging criteria and their adjoint implementations are described by Tarantola (1984, 1987). 
Applications to electromagnetic inverse problems are given by Madden and Mackie (1989) and Madden 
(1990). Finally, Nolet and Snieder (1990) used a, modified Lanczos method (Lanczos, 1950) to solve 
geophysical inverse problems with continuous model parameterization by projection. 

Conclusion 

This paper lias provided a brief overview ofsome of the applications of generalized inversion in geophysics. 
The non-Hermitian analysis and natural inverse of Lanczos (1958, 1961) have provided a framework 
for many inverse problems in geophysics. For large scale, geophysical inverse problems, the conjugate 
gradient method of Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) and the related method of Lanczos (1950) have allowed 
for efficient iterative solutions. 
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